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Simply Shylock 

Marcin Ehrlich’s one-man show Shylock with Piotr Kondrat playing the title role was 

minimalistic but at the same time highly symbolic and profound thus giving a rewarding 

experience to the audience of Two Windows Theatre. 

One-man shows usually pose certain challenges for actors as well as for the spectators. 

Being a part of the audience means being engaged in the play. There has to be some kind 

of connection between the actor and the audience, otherwise a one-man show may turn 

into a man simply talking to himself. And even if the connection is created, it is quite a 

task to maintain it. However, Piotr Kondrat was quite successful in doing that. 

Shylock is one of the most captivating parts of Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice – a 

Jewish moneylender whose daughter has fled his house. Shylock is a complex character 

and this is made perfectly clear in Ehrlich’s play. We see the difference between the 

present and the former Shylock; when he used to be wealthy and now that he’s lost 

everything: not only the money, but also his beloved daughter, Jessica. This significant 

difference, between what he used to be like and what he turned into later on, seems to 

somehow ‘divide’ Shylock into two completely different characters. We can tell which 

Shylock is currently on stage just by the way he talks and by what he is wearing. But 

even though Shylock is a character invented by Shakespeare, in the case of this play his 

role is much bigger than the one written by the Bard. Shylock is a Jew and his daughter 

left home with a Christian. This betrayal is significant in Shylock and the main 

protagonist obsessively clings to the memory of his daughter. The fact that Shylock is 

Jewish is strongly emphasised during the performance. This is particularly symbolic 

when we take into consideration the twentieth century history of Poland. Thus the scene 

when Shylock hangs a few skull-caps on an easel, it is not really a part of Shakespeare’s 

play, it’s a clear historical reference, though perhaps a subtle one. 

Shylock, though partly a comedy, is not at all an amusing story. It tells the spectators 

about the tragedy of a lonely and betrayed man. While watching Shylock, we see 

sadness, frustration and madness. Piotr Kondrat managed to expose the humanity of a 

Shakespearean character thus making the audience reflect on it, even if just for a little 

while.  


